Hesburgh speech highlights picnic

By Mike O'Hare
Observer Staff Reporter

Speeches by University President Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh and Notre Dame Humanities Instructor Ms. Mary Lynn Broe highlighted the Campus Ministry’s "A September Thing-Picnic and Celebration" yesterday.

Described by Campus Minister Director Fr. William A. Toohey as a "highly festive warm welcome for Notre Dame students," "A September Thing" featured a picnic with live rock music, speeches by Fr. Hesburgh and Ms. Broe concerning Notre Dame’s first year of coeducation, followed by an evening Mass on the South Quad. Fr. Toohey hopes that this event will "inaugurate a year long concern about coeducation, human sexuality, and how we are going to live at Notre Dame."

Fr. Toohey emphasized that "the campus ministry has a special concern with the new area of coeducation. We are concerned with helping the student find his own identity." After the low key beginning of "A September Thing," the campus ministry has under considerable use of different approaches and subject matter to questions of human sexuality and individual identity, including lectures, films, group discussions, and workshops. Fr. Toohey hopes that this program will help the students adjust to living in closer proximity and will be a very positive step toward the student’s maturation.

Proclaiming that "each one of us is a part of the new history at Notre Dame," Fr. Hesburgh spoke of the hopes and challenges that coeducation will bring to Notre Dame. Hesburgh told the crowd of students, "You are making this place what it might yet be," and cited that Notre Dame in the past lacked a dimension which he hoped coeducation would resolve.

Hesburgh described his past attempts to "do something about bridging the gulfs in the world, the gulf between persons of different races and differences of religion." He then related his concern over the gulf between men and women, stating "One thing always bothered me, the fact that there wasn’t a healthy attitude about women on this campus." He concluded his remarks on coeducation by stating, "It is part of a great adventure that we are going on together," and hoped that coeducation at Notre Dame would bridge the gulfs.

Hesburgh: learn together, open to change, and to respect and love one another, between men and women.

In response to Fr. Hesburgh’s remarks on coeducation, Ms. Broe spoke of the "paradox of women at Notre Dame." She described "the deification of women" by endorsing them with such feminine virtues as "compassion, emotion, and intuition," and the "insidious use of these virtues against women to keep them from upward mobility in the intellectual order." To her, "The real value of coeducation is the process of undoing, of recovering lost territory, and that only by this process can you discover these feminine virtues."

Broe spoke of the quota system of 100 women and 1,000 men as "competing against Notre Dame women." She stated that the heightened visibility of women on campus excludes their intellectual and creates a false image that could have detrimental effects on the women if they personally accept this image. Broe viewed the effects of coeducation on St. Mary’s students as requiring a transition from "a taught after public identity to a private identity."

Broe also complained about not being adequately informed "about the changing role of women on campus." She expressed the concept or direction of Fr. Hesburgh’s remarks. Ms. Broe also spoke critically of her instructions to students as a piece of the "campus scenery." She emphasized the need for change and respect among the students.

Reactions to the remarks of the two speakers varied among the female students in attendance. One student complained about women indirectly being called a piece of the "campus scenery." Another female student was annoyed by Broe’s statements, commenting that "She used a bunch of big words, but didn’t represent the opinions of the average girl."

A campus-wide picnic

Future club members scan the scene and check out the various organizations before the blackout.

A smiling young Republican welcomes prospective participants to the campaign to re-elect the President on Activities Night.

Activities night packs Lafortune

by Colleen Freehan
Lafortune Student Center last Wednesday served as a showcase for Notre Dame and St. Mary’s “Activities Night,” and for the first time actually appeared to fulfill its function as a “student center.”

“I was most impressed with the use of the center,” commented Gary Curran, one of the night’s organizers.

Interested students packed the building to meet with members of some sixty-five campus organizations representing a diverse cross-section of interests: athletics, media, politics, community service, debate, student government, major related clubs, and regional groups.

Some, such as WSND and the Chess Club, reported marked increase in membership in comparison with past years, while others registered a comparative decline. Despite such a drop in some, the overall attendance seemed to indicate a general interest in extracurriculars on the part of the student body.

A few complaints surfaced, one of which was that some of the clubs were not adequately represented. This angered them in that they lost some potential members because students received an impression of apathy. However, the main problem was the half hour blackout which discouraged many. Security cleared the building until the lights came back on, but by that time most of the crowd had dispersed.

A campus-wide picnic

... pix on page 3
Students pessimistic about SLC

by Don Ruane
Executive Editor

...Student Life Council elections for the six student representatives will be held this Wednesday. This is the first of a three-part series presenting the outlook for 1972-1973 SLC from the point of view of student, faculty, and administrative representatives who are either running for office or advising the student council.

Theo Kersten, who is the last day to submit your petition for an SLC seat, is the only one of the six campus districts, but Student Body President Bob Kersten said last night that, "It's alright with me, if they are returned this weekend.

As of Sunday afternoon, no district five (Seirin, Walsh, Alumni, Badin, and Dillon) was without a candidate. Dennis Etienne, executive coordinator of student government, said he would like to see a woman candidate, and that he would not object to write-in candidates from this or any other district.

The other districts shape up as follows: SLC, campus district, one candidate; District 2 (Holy Cross, St. Ed's) one candidate; Towers, one candidate; Holy Cross, one candidate; and District 1 (Fishers, Paulding, Lyons, Morrissey, Howard), two candidates.

Etienne, who holds the seat normally occupied by the Student Body Vice President, expects pessimism to prevail unless there is a major issue which is at least partially decided in the student's favor.

Somewhat in sympathy with Etienne, but a declared "pessimistic optimist" is Floyd Kersten of the Towers District. He was vice chairman of the council the past two years, and is the only student with a solid background in SLC procedures. He is up for re-election.

"There's going to be a lot of hard nosing around on a one year basis this year," Kezele said, adding that it will require a lot of preparation by the student members.

Lost Some Friends

In the past students have found many friends among the faculty delegates than the administrative representatives, but this situation has changed according to Kersten. "The observance in the past year, and this is unfortunate for the students," noting especially the loss of Prof. William D. McGlinn, a well known student reporter.

We lost a lot of friends. This is going to be an SLC of entirely new faces," Kersten said.

Although "Things could go" this year, according to Kersten, he doesn't plan to attend any meetings. He went to one last year and "found it so boring" that he read his set history book, as he didn't go to any more.

According to Kersten, who claims "I really don't give a hoot if the SLC is "all we've got or the tone being," he is pessimistic about the whole thing, and it is expressed when he says the function of the council is "to make it appear as if a tri-partly body is functioning things around here."

Kersten adds that the SLC is supposed to effect "long range improvement," but adds that this is done by the administration anyhow. Both Kersten and Kezele agree that there is a potential for change in the SLC this year. Kersten attributes it to the reorganization of the Vice President for Student Affairs Office.

Kezele feels there have been signs, particularly from the administration, that indicate the advent of more open discussion of issues. In particular, he noted remarks by Fr. Riehle, Dean of Students, which indicate a greater willingness to cooperate, communication between administration and students is essential for productive achievements.

Another factor noted by Kezele, which might contribute to better relations, is this "this snafu over freshmen bed shortages. He said this puts the administration "on the defensive" and "will force them to cater to the students" to a greater degree.

Change will have to be quick since the SLC probably will not meet before the last week in September, or before fall registration ends.

According to Kezele, "It will have to be well conceived, but fast. It can't be hasty, or change for change's sake."

The SLC has treated many issues, although not very agreeably in most instances, since it was formed in 1968. This year it appears that coeducation will be a major and continuing issue. Already, Fr. Riehle has recommended the SLC look into the possibility of coed in the future and preparing for the possibility of another women dorm in the territory, and there is even the possibility that discussion of coed dormitory will begin, according to Kersten.

Eileen agrees that coeducation will generate some issues, and (continued on page 51)
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McGovern said, "I know he's afraid of the people."

New York Sen. George McGovern accused President Nixon of being "afraid of the people." The Democratic presidential nominee, who was campaigning in New York, renewed his challenge to Nixon to engage in a series of televised debates. "I know he's hiding," McGovern said, "he's afraid of the people."

Washington: After more than a month of debate, the Senate Thursday approved the United States-Soviet Union agreement to freeze a major part of their offensive nuclear arsenals for five years. However, it added a proviso that any future treaty affecting the weapons should be on the basis of equal military strength. The agreement was approved by a vote of 85 to 1.

Washington: The White House said it expected the signing of a comprehensive trade agreement with the Soviet Union before the end of the year, and possibly within weeks. But opposition to the proposed treaty grows as it is growing in Congress where sentiment was running increasingly as a result of the Soviet Union requirement that all U.S. warplanes negotiate a pay-hike exit tacises.

House-Pope Paul VI ordered abolition of the torture, the circular disembowelment of the head and the branding of the clergers since the early middle ages. The command that "first insures is at his disposal" to symbolize the emergence into the clerical state was contained in one of two papal documents reforming the church ministry below the priesthood.

South Bend's Newest
THE RED DOOR CLUB
110 N. Main
(Behind Wyman's in Allen's Alley)
BEER + WINE + LIQUOR
Entertainment Wednesday thru Sat.
N. Night on Tuesday
Students and Faculty Welcome
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"There's going to be a lot of hard nosing around on a one year basis this year," Kezele said, adding that it will require a lot of preparation by the student members.

Lost Some Friends

In the past students have found many friends among the faculty delegates than the administrative representatives, but this situation has changed according to Kersten. "The observance in the past year, and this is unfortunate for the students," noting especially the loss of Prof. William D. McGlinn, a well known student reporter.

We lost a lot of friends. This is going to be an SLC of entirely new faces," Kersten said.

Although "Things could go" this year, according to Kersten, he doesn't plan to attend any
Student govt fee
for special activities

by Bruce Petrovick
Observer Staff Reporter

Students attending N.D. may have seen an optional Student Government Fee of $14.00 in their university bill. This fee is used by Student Government to support its various extracurricular activities on campus.

Student Government usually gets $70,000-80,000 from students paying the fee. With these funds, the Finance Committee makes recommendations and the Board of Commissioners then takes action on these proposals thereby producing the budget.

The breakdown of last year's Activities Fee found seven of every $14 going to the Student Union which sponsors concerts, movies, and general activities for all students. Various student groups accounted for three of every fourteen dollars. These included such organizations as the Afro-American Society and Neighborhood Study Help Program. The Presidents Council received one of every fourteen dollars, which was used for hall renovations and An Toastal. The remainder was used by Student SGovernment for maintaining its office in Lafortune and sponsoring Freshman Orientation.

The Office of Student Government was of the opinion that the fee was ample. However, as is usually the case, if they had more money they could do more.

The formulation of this year's budget has been delayed because of the Administration's changes in its accounting system. The tentative target date for the budget is the first week of October. Distribution of the money should begin shortly afterward.

Halls get money

by Jim Eder

As a result of last year's appeal by a committee of residence hall presidents, the University's board of trustees has agreed to provide up to $50,000 for major hall renovations.

The money is to be distributed through the office of Fr. Jerome Wilson, Vice President for Business Affairs, who will review and evaluate any petitions for funds.

In order to receive such financial assistance, a hall president and his council must first demonstrate the need and validity of their request. According to Fr. Wilson, the express purpose of this fund is to support "worthwhile projects aimed at improving hall life on campus." Consequently, the money is not to be used for individual needs, such as a new bed or desk, but for major renovations that will benefit everyone in the hall.

As of this date no money has been allocated. Rumors that $250,000 had been designated and $150,000 of it spent renovating Badin and Walsh proved untrue.

The campus eats outside

Photos by Jim Hunt
Law school modernization begins

by J. Peter Berry
Observer Staff Reporter

The ND law building will face the knife this week Thomas L. Shaffer, dean of the law school, said Wednesday, as he revealed plans for the building’s announced renovations.

The renovations, which are expected to provide extra floor space will cost an estimated $1.6 million.

"Book capacity will be doubled and student seating space tripled, and the rooms will be air conditioned and modernized," the dean noted. "We were severely cramped over there," he said.

About 450 law students and 25 professors are now holding classes at the old Wenninger Kirsch biology building. The students come from more than 110 colleges and universities throughout the U.S. and the world. Sometimes a college degree isn’t necessary to apply. We take some people just because they’re interesting, Dean Shaffer added. The law school modernization begins.

Women and Minorities

The first woman was admitted in the fall of 1866. This year there are more than 50 percent of the entering class are minority group students. The dean mentioned that ND has made some advantage getting in because we can learn more about him, but we don’t exercise any conscious bias towards him," he added.

Double Donors

The dean mentioned that ND student at the law school is on scholarship. There are also three loan programs available.

Proposed floor plan of renovated law building will include more student seating and greater book capacity. Classes are temporarily being held in the Wenninger Kirsch biology building.
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Catholic universities in the United States are like the number of sunny days in South Bend lately...there just aren't that many.

Yesterday, The Observer tried to locate a few Catholic university presses to use as comparisons to Notre Dame's financially-troubled press operations. After unsuccessful trials at Boston College, Georgetown University, Xavier University, John Carroll University, St. Louis University and St. John's University is Queens, New York, a press was located at Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.

Loyola can maintain one of the few Catholic presses in the nation, explained Mrs. Mary Fitzgerald, an editorial assistant, because, unlike Notre Dame, its operation is not directly funded by the University. Since 1962, it has been incorporated.

Although the press has lately been losing money, it tries to offset losses by producing a substantial number of Jesuit-written English grammar and religion textbooks geared to grades 1-12. In addition, it publishes 15 scholarly manuscripts. In contrast, Notre Dame reduced textbook publishing several years ago in religion—a previous money-maker.

Fordham University, Bronx, New York, operates the only other Catholic Press which The Observer could locate. The key to their continued existence is that the University pays the salaries of the Press employees. The Press, which has a modest appropriation, is only required to pay for the production and marketing.

This may be one of the most successful. Fordham is one of the few university presses in the country to be moving into new, larger quarters.

According to Ronald Manbrige's article "Toward an Ideal University Press" (Scholarly Publishing, April, 1971) there are five ways to finance a university press. First, by an annual appropriation from university funds. Second, by obtaining a capital endowment which will provide an income sufficient to meet annual deficits. Third, by obtaining a succession of subsidies to cover the operation self-sustained with risk (best-seller) publishing. Despite these five different ways to fund a university press, The Observer could only locate two other operating Catholic university presses west of the Mississippi besides Notre Dame's.

Commercial publishing companies took over presses which previously were operated by Catholic and Duquene Universities for cost-saving. Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisc., has also ceased publication in the last decade.

But the financial squeeze is not limited to Catholic university presses. Many state and private universities have also re-evaluated their publishing operations lately. At Harvard University, the Press operates similarly to Notre Dame. As a division of the University, it is non-profit making. For the last two years, it hasn't even come close.

"We had the biggest loss that a press at Harvard has ever had, two years ago," recalled Mr. Brian Murphy, business manager. "Our losses totaled over $100,000. Last year, by comparison, our loss was only $5,000."

Murphy attributes the lower figure to a reduction in the number of manuscripts published and greater selection in the quality of books chosen. As at Loyola, Murphy added that Harvard also publishes a lot of textbooks which are used nationwide, including The Harvard Dictionary of Music.

Among the 150 titles published by Harvard last year alone, Murphy said that almost every department on campus was represented in including the Law School and the Graduate Business School. Notre Dame, on the other hand, only has confined itself to only a few humanities departments in the University.

At Yale University, New Haven, Conn., the Press is financed by a different means. "We're actually a department of the university," explained Whitney Blake, assistant Press director. "That, we have our own endowment fund."

Although Blake could not release Yale's latest Press budget, he confirmed that it has a $2 million sales volume. This compares with Notre Dame's $143,048.44 figure for the same period.

Despite this endowment, Yale is also losing money, but by a very insignificant amount when viewed with the other universities The Observer polled. Blake traces the Press's loss to the fact that the
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By Ann Theresa Darin
Campus News Editor

Call the University of Notre Dame to find out a student's telephone number and special student operators, members of the Arnold Arboretum Society, will not only fulfill your request, but also remind you to register to vote.

This is one of many techniques being used by both Notre Dame and neighboring St. Mary's College to assure its students, an electorate of 16,000 votes, are franchised under the new 18 Year Old Voting Act.

"At the college, we believe our job is educating people to become educated people, an educated electorate. Since it has been shown that the American people get the kind of government that they deserve, we felt that we would be raising the standard of American Government by encouraging the students to get involved," explained Ms. Kathleen Mullaney, St. Mary's College dean of students.

The college plans a door-to-door canvass in all dormitories using the school's resident assistants, aides to the dean of students. During registration for the fall term classes last week, both the college and university sponsored voter registration desks manned by Indiana State election registrars, which added close to 500 new student voters to the rolls.

A technique being used at the College, which is becoming popular is to encourage students to register both at home and at school to avoid the intricacies of applying for and filling an absentee ballot. According to Richard Rohan, SMC political science instructor, this is perfectly legal as long as the voter does not cast ballots more than once during a national election.

At the University of Notre Dame, Ms. Jeanne Swartz, assistant to Acting Vice-President for Student Affairs, Philip Paragon, is not sure about the dual registration. The Office of the Registrar has told her that if a student registers at school as well as at home, and is covered under his parents home owner's insurance, this may invalidate the premium.

Because of a special Congressional enactment, any one who has lived in an area for thirty days prior to a national election may register to vote for only a presidential and vice presidential candidate.

Questioned on whether students can maintain more than one voter registration, Tom Broden, a voting registrar, referred all problems to the Legal Aid Office.

"I do not think that it can be done," Broden said. "The Law School which is temporarily being housed in the old Biology Building has established a voter counseling service with difficulties."

Broden, director of the Urban Studies Institute, reports that three Deputy voting registrars will work in the Urban Studies Office (214 Rockne Memorial) to enfranchise votes until Sept. 30.

After the 23rd, qualified students may register to vote at the Fire Station behind McDonald's on Michigan Avenue south of Notre Dame.

"The reason that we got involved in voter registration at Notre Dame," Ms. Swartz said, "is that the McGovern people approached us to register students on campus. In Indiana voting registration is wound. Each party has its own voting registrars. We didn't want to appear to be opening up Notre Dame strictly to McGovern forces, so we invited the GOP voting registrar and the League of Women Voters to come in, too." Ms. Swartz stressed the non-partisanship.

However, she added that the McGovern forces are very strong on campus with voter registration, while the Nixon supporters do not have the same momentum. McGovern supporters have dorm captains and floor captains in every hall on campus acting as catalysts for getting out the student vote.

(continued on page 18)

Applications are now being accepted for positions on The University Judicial Board and The University Traffic Appeals Board.

Contact Greg Smith
Notre Dame Student Government
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

Swartz: the McGovern people approached us to register students on campus once during a national election. At the University of Notre Dame, Ms. Jeanne Swartz, assistant to Acting Vice-President for Student Affairs, Philip Paragon, is not sure about the dual registration. The Office of the Registrar has told her that if a student registers at school as well as at home, and is covered under his parents home owner's insurance, this may invalidate the premium.

Because of a special Congressional enactment, any one who has lived in an area for thirty days prior to a national election may register to vote for only a presidential and vice presidential candidate.

Questioned on whether students can maintain more than one voter registration, Tom Broden, a voting registrar, referred all problems to the Legal Aid Office.

"I do not think that it can be done," Broden said. "The Law School which is temporarily being housed in the old Biology Building has established a voter counseling service with difficulties."

Broden, director of the Urban Studies Institute, reports that three Deputy voting registrars will work in the Urban Studies Office (214 Rockne Memorial) to enfranchise votes until Sept. 30.

After the 23rd, qualified students may register to vote at the Fire Station behind McDonald's on Michigan Avenue south of Notre Dame.

"The reason that we got involved in voter registration at Notre Dame," Ms. Swartz said, "is that the McGovern people approached us to register students on campus. In Indiana voting registration is wound. Each party has its own voting registrars. We didn't want to appear to be opening up Notre Dame strictly to McGovern forces, so we invited the GOP voting registrar and the League of Women Voters to come in, too." Ms. Swartz stressed the non-partisanship.

However, she added that the McGovern forces are very strong on campus with voter registration, while the Nixon supporters do not have the same momentum. McGovern supporters have dorm captains and floor captains in every hall on campus acting as catalysts for getting out the student vote.
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A relic of the civil rights era

by tom brom

Alternative Features Service

released hot on the heels of The Can- didate and in time for at least one of the national party conventions, The Man is a thoroughbreds of the civil rights era, exhume solely to exploit widespread interest in the current elections. This script is an implausible em- assmiser for screenwriter Rod Serling, and for actor James Earl Jones, who plays the first black President of the U.S. But hitchhiking— and hitchhikers—are in for a shock, because they think there are too many automobiles for too few people, and are determined to boycott the car culture by buying a pair of shoes and polishing their footpath instead. But hitchhiking—and hitchhikers—are in danger. Thumbs need protection—but not the Man's kind of protection, John Mayall is already Michigan Avenue the west side of Chicago. Yet the music seems to be everywhere, as did Chuck Berry, Fleetwood Mac, 10,000 Maniacs, and the Trans-Siberian Orchestra. Both are more and more people sharing nylon-aluminum knapsacks packed with sandwiches, freezedried ice cream, Zen beads, obtaining a ride on most major roads; meditating on the road. Looking freaky is no longer a liability in a display of independence, he courageously faced the heat, and the programmed notes at news conference. His self-assurance grows, but he remains aloof from open expressions of controversy. He solicits, politely, instead quiet counsel in the White House with black Congressional leaders. Dilman's militant daughter, and the encourage Dilman to talk to the President about his blackness. In separate con- tention with the President, they can't understand him this way, but it remains a mass meeting of solidarity with other blacks, preferring instead quiet counsels in the White House. He remains, on the outside, as a black, a man, and a nobody. Sometimes he's faced with the choice of being black or white, or both, or neither, or stuff a few peaches in my pack. I'd turn around, dead broke, and hitch back home. It was no one waiting for me on the interstate highway, I had no money to stay there, and people could pass your car on the ultra high-speed, you're screwed, John. So I'm warning you, John. Somalia the Observer 7
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Everyone knows there is a new constituency on campus. Not the female students, but the 18 year old voter. These votes, more than any single development in the lifetime of any college student, have the potential to transform the disreputable disillusionment that has settled on Notre Dame and many other college campuses into a vibrant, very exciting couple of months. It’s a newnewsmaker’s dream come true. Now all the coverage of national politics has been legitimized in a manner completely impossible before the enfranchisement of college students. Throughout the country students have sampled the power of electoral politics and many have found the uniqueness of the 18 year age range to be realized. That is, possible that may never be so easy again.

Voter power

In Ann Arbor, Michigan, the Human Rights Party which is completely controlled by students at the University of Michigan won two seats on the nine seat City Council. By forcing a coalition with Richard Nixon and George McGovern the November elections are being openly budgeted large sums of money for advertising. In the lifetime of any college student, the student Union Academic Commission is already preparing for his visit.

Coming attractions

Even if the candidates do not campaign in person in South Bend, The Observer is already planning extensive coverage of the November elections. In an in-depth feature on a local convention attended by several staff members is coming next week. Two faculty members and a member of the newly re-organized Vice-president of student affairs staff have already agreed to do periodic election analyses. The articles will focus on the major economic and political issues of the campaign.

In addition, reviews of Robert Sam Anson’s biography McGeorge and John Osborn’s Second Year of the Nixon Watch are being prepared. Hopefully, this coverage will not be in vain. The last two years have not been very good political years on campus—here or anywhere else. But many students are already registered to vote. If the presidential race is as close as many voter registration drive on campus won’t let up until nearly all Notre Dame and St. Mary’s students have registered either in South Bend or in their hometowns.

It may be a little aggravating to be constantly reminded to register otherwise you dill 3222 (campus directory assistance), but the results promise to be intriguing, or at the very least fun to watch.

John Abowd

A Political Year

doonesbury

by garry trudeau
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"Why should their liberty be ours to be?"

The Comedy of Errors II.1.2

In the past few years, there has grown a seemingly infinite number of "solutions" that congestion in the U.S. is a major problem. It’s the easy answer to the complex questions of their inception and the startingly new reason for these inceptions. Most of these movements are simply more people with liberty and the desire to be heard.
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The issue of 1972
by Tom Wicker
(c) 1972 New York Times

New York, Sept. 28 - President Nixon has taken American ground combat troops out of the war and therefore American casualties are nowhere near freedom. "Vietnamization" has never looked more dubious, the Thieu regime has never looked less attractive, and America's lethal bombing of mining of its harbors has ended North Vietnam's ability to carry on the war.

Even Congress continues to pick at Nixon's policies, in part because the war has ended in fending off end the war legislation. In the Senate last Friday, the biggest vote of the NixonIRECTION couSTISTS since world war II, for instance, the Senate overwhelmingly cut from $5.2billion Nixon had requested for increased military operations. These cuts included trimming from $23 to 18 the number of helicopters to be sent to South Vietnam, a third of those already destroyed or damaged in Bientan.

But our editorial comment is: Nixon's decision to retreat from South Vietnam was probably not as disastrous as its effects will be felt.
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Renovations completed

Senior bar switches labels

by Pete Melough
Observer Staff Reporter

The members of the Alumni Club will not be grabbing for all the good they can this year. This is just one of the many changes and renovations made by the club last month.

 Besides switching beer distributors from Schlitts to Falstaff and Pabst, the organization, under manager James H. Cooney, also installed new ice machines and coolers. The bar area has been tripled from its right last length of last year and both the first and second floors have been retiled. The renovations, done solely by students, amounted to an excess of five thousand dollars.

Officially registered as the Alumni Club at Notre Dame, Indiana, this establishment has been the gathering spot for seniors and will not be grabbing for all the Diana, this establishment has just one of the many changes and occasionally an alumnus for the distributors from Schlitt to was created by the Alumni organization, under manager Alumni Board.

The bar area in the Senior Bar has been tripled and new ice machines and coolers have arrived. The bar switches labels

The members of the Alumni Club Alumni Club at Notre Dame besides Observer Friday, September 15, 1972 Cooney, 'Pete McHugh made by the club last past four years. and Pabst, the Association and is governed by the Alumni Board. While only in its fifth year, the building in which it is housed is in its fifties. What now is a bar, once was a convent, a monastery, and a professor's home. Cooney summed up the unusual history of the building in these words, "If the walls could talk, they'd tell a hell of a story."

The bar in the Senior Bar has been tripled and new ice machines and coolers have arrived.

The Last time that I played pool or watched color TV was

1. Last weekend
   a.) got drunk.
   b.) got stoned.
   c.) "devastated" in general.
   d.) saw Little Big Man at the Knights of Columbus.

2. The Last time I did anything worthwhile was when
   a.) kissed my mother goodbye.
   b.) woke up by roommate for class (6 minutes late, of course.)
   c.) "streaked" the North Quad.
   d.) helped with one of the Knights of Columbus' charitable works (teaching--drug abuse--anti-abortion).

3. The Last time I had a good steak dinner was
   a.) 2 weeks ago, when my father paid for it.
   b.) last night, at the rate of $10 a minute.
   c.) never, because I hate pool and television.
   d.) the Notre Dame Knights of Columbus.

4. The Last time I had a good steak dinner was
   a.) two weeks ago, my last night at home.
   b.) last weekend at the Wooden Keg for $6.00.
   c.) never, because I have pool and Television.
   d.) at the Knights of Columbus monthly steak dinner.

WE THINK THAT YOUR ANSWER SHOULD BE "D" TO ALL THESE QUESTIONS. IF IT ISN'T, AND YOU WOULD LIKE IT TO BE, JOIN THE NOTRE DAME KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS TONIGHT AT 7:00 P.M. For more information call 7018.

Who is Harry Kellerman
and why is he saying those terrible things about me?

Dustin Hoffman

Friday - September 15
Showings - 7:00, 9:00 and 11:00

Saturday - September 16
Showings - 2:00, 7:00, 9:00 and 11:00

AT
Notre Dame Knights of Columbus
donation $1.00 MEMBERS FREE
**Regina Hall to be revamped**

**SMC gets student center**

St. Mary's will have a student center of its own located in Regina Hall within a month, according to student government sources.

Regina was chosen by the Committee of Social and Recreational Expansion headed by Dr. Mary Alice Cannon, Vice-President of Student Affairs, because of its extensive size, ease of adaptability and already present equipment. The committee was appropriated $25,000 by the board of Regents for the new center and expects its completion by October.

The new center will provide ample spacing for authorized college organizations, and student recreation.

Student Government and Campus Ministry have already moved into their new offices on First Floor North, with Student Publications Chimes, the literary magazine and Blue Mantle, the yearbook soon to follow.

First Floor South basically functions as a coeducational entertainment area, featuring ten small parlors offering a more personal atmosphere for dates, and an anteroom and kitchenette for group dining within the college.

The north wing of the basement offers total recreational equipment, housing two completely furnished dining rooms and kitchens, a small room for checkers and cards, an area for roller skating, ping pong, and billiard tables, a craft room, a concession area, and a small auditorium for movies and student productions.

The south wing of the basement is the only area in the student center restricted to women only. It has its own kitchenette, lounges, and exercise room.

---

**FALL ELECTION EXTRAVAGANZA**

**The best “stereo value” in town:**

$375.00

Individually, each of the components pictured above has created a new standard of sound-per-dollar stereo value. Together, these components will provide you with more quality sound and reliability than you could have bought a year ago for over five hundred dollars.

- The Smaller Advent Loudspeakers are the only speakers costing less than the new-famous original Advent Loudspeakers which can reproduce the entire musical range. Most inexpensive speakers cannot produce the lowest strings of a double bass or electric bass guitar, the lowest pipes of a pipe organ. The Smaller Advent can.
- The Scott 357 AM/FM stereo receiver has enough power to satisfy both you and the Advents. It produces 45 watts RMS per channel, across the entire musical range, at less than 1 1/2 total distortion. (RMS is the most demanding and least flashy of the various rating systems.) The tuner sections will separate weaker stations on a crowded dial from their brazenly neighboring stations and receive them with an amazing fullness and clarity.
- To match the quality and reliability that the Scott and the Advents represent, we recommend the Garrard SL30B with a Shure H93E cartridge. The SL30B has a heavy platter, a synchronous motor, a convenient cueing control and comes with a dustcover and base.
- Come to IMS Audio this week. You'll be surprised how much quality sound your Three hundred and Seventy five dollars can buy.

---

**Student Government Announces First annual FALL ELECTION EXTRAVAGANZA**

Be the first in your section to:

- make new friends
- meet an acting vice-pres.
- feel important

6 CHANCES TO WIN A PLACE ON THE SLC

How to Enter:

- clip off proof of purchase seal on a nickel bag of Wheaties,
- fill out name and turn into Student Government office on or before Sept. 15

Candidates with petitions need not apply.

A 3x5 card may be submitted in lieu of Wheaties seal.

One winner will be selected by ballot from each of the following districts on Wed. Sept. 20

District 1 - Off-Campus
District 2 - Farley, Bp.B., Cavanaugh, St. Ed's
District 3 - Grace and Flanner
District 4 - Keenan, Stanford, Zahm, Moreau, Holy Cross
District 5 - Sorin, Walsh, Badin, Alumni, Dillon
District 6 - Fisher, Pangborn, Morrissey, Lyons, Howard
Cheerleaders need money, not publicity

by Beth Wille
Observer Staff Reporter

For a cheering squad that won first place in the nation last year from the National Cheering Foundation, Notre Dame's cheerleaders are receiving practically no help from the University.

"We gave this school a lot of recognition and publicity and the only financial assistance that we're receiving is $265 for our uniform cleaning," Squad Captain Joe Cowin related.

Last year the members had to pay for all their travelling expenses, equipment and one half the cost of the uniforms. This year instead of improving the situation has gotten worse. Revenue for some expenses was raised last year by selling "rumper stickers" for fifty cents. This year the bookstore has started selling "cheap imitations" of the squad's only income for fifteen cents. Also, the squad must pay the entire cost of their uniforms this year.

The main problem lies in the fact that the cheerers come under the Department of Student Affairs which allocates the majority of its money to the band. Dr. Robert Ackerman told the members that no money was allotted for them in the present budget.

For the job they do the squad feels that the Athletic Department should help them out. Joe Cowin and junior member Bob Bekendorf went to see Moose Krause, head of the Department, and were told only that the matter would be looked into.

Last year, with their number one rating, the squad did receive $3,000 with which they reimbursed themselves for all their expenses and bought needed equipment. But they realize that they can't count on the average $250 a piece for travelling expenses.

Noon bomb threat proves false

by Tom Drape

An alleged "bomb threat" was made by phone Wednesday noon against St. Joe's and Pangborn Hall.

Except for Pangborn, where the word was leaked, the residents were uninformed. At Pangborn, peers reported, the maids and janitors were sent home. Security men remained until after 1 p.m. without detecting any bombs.

6 DAYS ONLY
3 SHOWS- 2:00, 5:15, 8:30

Nicholas and Alexandra

IN COLOR PG
Ecumenical Institute dedication set

Jerusalem, Israel—On a hill halfway between this city, sacred to the world's three monotheistic religions, and Bethlehem—where the birth of one of those religions was born, Notre Dame will dedicate this month a landmark in Christian ecumenism.

The Holy Land hill is called Tantur, and the landmark, fashioned from native stone and blending into its olive tree-lined and rock-strewn surroundings, is the University's Ecumenical Institute for Advanced Theological Study.

The formal dedication is actually a year late the Institute has already completed its first academic term; but there was no time for opening ceremonies last November when the first of 28 scholars moved into the not-quite-finished complex. Befuddled though they may be, inaugural events will last four days, starting September 24, and include a religious service, a reception and open house and an academic symposium on the topic of "Salvation in Christ—the Problem and the Promise."

Symbol of Reconciliation

The idea for the Institute came out of a precedent-shattering meeting between Pope Paul VI and the late Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras in the course of the Holy Father's pilgrimage to the Holy Land in 1964. To commemorate this meeting—a vivid symbol of reconciliation—the Christians—the Pope asked Notre Dame's president, Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., then serving as head of the International Federation of Catholic Universities, to organize under the Federation's aegis an ecumenical institute in Jerusalem. (Administrative control of the Institute was subsequently transferred to Notre Dame.)

Thus it was in November of 1965 that a group of Roman Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox and Anglican theologians gathered at the Rockefeller Foundation's conference center at Bellagio, Italy, and formed an Academic Council to plan the institute. Deliberately, there were only nine Roman Catholics among the 29 scholars on the Council.

Nucleus of five or six

The task of raising the money for the Institute's building was left to Father Hesburgh, and he interested J. A. O'Shaughnessy, St. Paul, Minn., Notre Dame trustee and benefactor, in underwriting construction.

Notre Dame's president then turned his energies to raising money for an endowment of pay the ongoing costs of the Institute, from honorariums for its fellows to acquisitions for its library. Construction of the Institute began in early 1968 under the direction of Frank Montaudo of the University's Department of Architecture at Notre Dame. Notre Dame's executive vice president and treasurer, Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, C.S.C., handled the financial aspects of construction.

Meanwhile, planning went ahead on the academic organization. The Academic Council envisioned a nucleus of five or six resident scholars invited to make the Institute their home for a period of two to three years. Added to that were to be from eight to ten senior scholars who would come for a period of eight months, and perhaps as many as 20 junior scholars who would visit for shorter periods, perhaps to finish dissertation work or to carry on postdoctoral research.

Colleges and Seminars

Meals and worship would be in common, and the academic dialogue would be carried forward in colloquia, informal conversation, seminars, and invited lectures, all organized around a theme, which initially would be the Christian understanding of salvation. As an annual report was to be published in order to circulate essays produced at the Institute and to keep scholars abreast of the work being done at Tantur. The scholars selected were to be first-rate, and their research on the cutting edge of theological investigation. One Methodist Church official saw the Institute as a kind of super think tank. "It may well be other theological centers will feel the kinesthenic problems to Jerusalem."

The first occupant of the new building at Tantur were six Spanish Benedictine monks from Montserrat, who form the nucleus of what is hoped will be a cross-confessional permanent staff for library work and hospitality. The first group of fellows included Rev. Charles E. Sheedy, Notre Dame's theology dean, who served as a vice-rector.

**Cultural Arts Commission presents**

Ken Russel's

**Women in Love**

September 16 & 17

8 & 10 p.m.

Engineering Auditorium

Admission $1.00

Sophomore Literary Festival

Positions are now open for Committee Chairman and Staff of the Sophomore Literary Festival Council. Any Notre Dame or St. Mary's Sophomore interested in helping should pick up an application form by Friday, Sept. 15th

in 317 Morrissey or 414 Keenan.

Phone: 3578 or 3372
Every so often, Notre Dame’s football program recruits a first class ball-player who also rates as a first-class “idea.” John Laycock was one. So was Paul Horseng. And so is John Dampeer.

Dampeer, ND’s 1972 offensive co-captain, is a native of Kermit, Texas, and he came to South Bend from Longhorn Country largely through the efforts of an ND alum who saw him play in a high school game.

“I was lucky enough to play on a good high school team,” said the 6-2, 227 pound senior, “and a Notre Dame alum saw me on a day when I had a good game. He wrote to the university, and pretty soon they got in touch with me.

“I was excited when they contacted me, but it was when I visited the campus – I spent a weekend here, living in the dorms, and all it was then that I decided. I was most impressed by the people who make up Notre Dame, and that’s the point I try to make whenever I talk about the place to someone else. Of course, you can’t play down the academic or athletic excellence here, either.”

Dampeer has won Two monograms for his work as an offensive tackle, and he was a member of last year’s ball control, defense-expecting more this season. In traditionally defense-oriented programs, the Irish attack will be the unit that is stressed this year.

“Orne doubt that this coming season will be looser out there,” said Dampeer, “but probably,” he continued, “it’s because we aren’t feeling the pressure of being picked number one before the season even starts.

“We’ll be looser out there, we’ll be more at ease, we’ll have something to prove.”

Weekly features include:
- **Reports of all Irish varsity and club sports**
- **Stories about current Irish stars and alumni greats**
- **Columns by top athletes in each of the major sports**
- **Quizzes, contests**
- **Extensive Interhall coverage**

**First issue available September 21**

Published by The Observer
ND defense needs improvement

by Jim Donaldson

Commenting on the progress of the players at some of the various defensive positions, Parseghian said, "The tackles are progressing, the ends are consistent and the line backers have been hard hit."

At the start of practice this fall Notre Dame's linebacking corps appeared to possess both the talent and, if not an abundance of game experience. But the augument Physsession Jim Musuraca, a regular last season, and Pat McGraw, knee injuries to Tom Devine and Mike Webb that will likely require corrective surgery, have depleted the Irish at that key position.

"Asked about the status of Musuraca and McGraw, Parseghian remarked that, "Right now, the situation doesn't look bright.""

Jim O'Malley, who started a year ago, junior Gary Potenzia and sophomore Drew Mahalic and Sherman Smith were working as line backers with the first unit. "Things weren't so gloomy on the southern half of the field, where the top two offensive units were playing. We were moving the ball into the end zone against an outclassed defensive unit."

"We could have almost passed with both offensive and defensive coach Tom Puglia, who directed the offensive part of the workout. Instead, we used the time to work on and polish our running plays. We may even come up with something different, or at least new."

"Overall, Parseghian was satisfied with the workout, saying, "We learned our lesson." "We've got a lot of work to do. That's the good point. We had 64 people here and we have great good chance to look at both the defense and offense."

Jim Donaldson

The Irish Eye

Pomarico keeps the 'True Faith'

By "Lefty" Buschmann

It has been almost required procedure for sportswriters to compare Frank Pomarico with his predecessor, the late Irish forward, Larry Dierado.

Both attended St. Francis Prep. Recently, Pomarico got his first game experience. Like comparisons is the individual's selection. Frank Pomarico is perhaps best expressed by the sign that sits next to the "Keeper of the True Faith."

"Pomarico," when asked once again about the comparisons to Dierado, replied, "I admire and respect Larry, but as a ballplayer I am so much as a great all-around person. People often come to me and say that I play like Larry, but it is more a resemblance between our playing styles is coincidental. My style is all my own." "His style impressed the nation's football writers enough to earn him a spot on the All-American pre-season team. Although 'thrilled' by his selection, Frank nevertheless added a word of caution, "The guy you're comparing me to from me won't be psyched up because I'm an All-American. I've got to be good on my own, in order to influence the post-season team, where it counts."

"Hard work, and plenty of it, is Frank's prescription for good play. "If I give 100 percent for the entire game, the season's won. The season is a statement on the line. It's when someone doesn't put all out that he gets in trouble with his man."

Frank, a returning letterman, will be joined on the Notre Dame line by an experienced crew, a fact which gives him encouragement. "We know each other's moves through practice. There is no need to communicate to each other what we're trying to do. The result, in Pomarico's opinion, will make possible a more "balanced" attack this season.

The University has installed artificial turf on one of its practice fields. Athletic Director Edward W. Krause said the cost of the installation was underwritten by a fund earmarked for major athletic improvements and supported by contributions from season ticket holders and proceeds from professional football pre-season games in Notre Dame Stadium. The same fund has paid for subsidial Stadium renovation in recent years.

AstroTurf, manufactured by the Monsanto Company, was installed in early September on one of Notre Dame's practice lawns. Notre Dame Stadium will remain a natural grass football field; it cannot be used as a practice facility because it is not lighted.

"The need for an all-weather practice facility was highlighted by two recent developments, according to Krause. A change in Notre Dame's academic calendar has forced earlier spring practices, and the University's open­ness to bowl previews highlights the annual possibility of mid­December practice sessions. Krause also said the Notre Dame football team finds itself playing on artificial surfaces in more and more opponents' stadiums.

The people around Howard Beach have begun to follow the team." Pomarico loves the game of football, a feeling which, ironically, causes him to hesitate about entering pro ball. "How solid is the pro game? It's not as safe as it used to be," Pomarico said. "So, if I choose to play pro, Frank lists his main goals as playing in the NFL, staying healthy, and winning a decent job, saying, "The guy who think only of pro careers are fooling. Who knows, an injury can end their career."

"I don't want to take the chance that I would like a shot at pro ball, mainly to prove something to myself." "I sort of owe it to myself to give it a try."

When Frank draws Jim Anderson as his first assignment towards Northwestern, both he and the subway alumni of Howard Beach, N.Y. should see what hard work and True Faith can do.

ZAGRA"S ZINEMA WEST

presents

"ANATOMY OF A MURDER"

Friday and Saturday, Sept 15th and 16th at 7:00 and 9:00

Come to "AMERICA" in the basement at Flanner

Admission: $1.00
Press funding easier at big U’s

(continued from page 5)

earlier this year, Ms. Emily Schossberger, recently retired University Press director, stated, "IU of MI) requires the press to recover the salaries and selling costs from sales. Warehouse facilities and the building itself are owned by the university, shared only with the course bulletin editors, is free, too.

At other state schools, funding is equally more easy to obtain. At Nebraska, $600,000 of the payroll for the press is paid by the State University Press director, and it is also free, Wisconsin similarly pays its Press employees, while Indiana is free for working for the State.

However, Notre Dame’s budget is not as vast as that of those bigger Arnold Air Society holds open house

In recognition of the 25th Anniversary of the United States Air Force, the Arnold Air Society will hold open house on Friday, September 15, at 11:15 a.m. in the University Library. The exhibits will be open for inspection from 11:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The following departments have not notified the Student Safety Office: Departments of History and Philosophy of Science, American Studies, Medieval Studies, and Microbiology.

Letters by men like Rickenbacker and Doolittle will also be seen at the exhibit. Another item rarely seen will be Engineering students. All students and members of the Faculty are invited to attend.

classified ads

Your store in style, price & terms

HAGGAR
slacks

the original

DOUBBLEKNIT
FLARES $14

In a handsome diagonal weave For polyester that resists wrinkles, fades slowly, slips and cuts, your movements for complete comfort, in solid shades.

Everyday’s
NEW

(but the personnel)

We think this is going to be our best year ever... one look will convince you. We stock off the shelf and have the apparel you want at the prices you want to pay. All of our merchandise is new! (But you’ll see the old familiar faces ready to serve you.)

Use the EXCLUSIVE Campus Shop Way to Buy

You wear and enjoy your apparel now, pay one third in February, one third in March, no interest or carrying charges added.

Your store in style, price & terms

Gilbert’s

Campus Shop

main church

Sunday Masses

5:15 p.m. Sat. Fr. Robert Griffin, C.S.C.
9:30 a.m. Sat. Fr. Eugene Montoya
10:45 a.m. Sun. Fr. Tim Shaughnessy
12:15 p.m. Sun. Fr. William Toopey, C.S.C.

"Evening Prayers" vespers at 4:30 p.m. Sunday